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The World of the Greek Philosophers: 
A Reappraisal
In this account of an encounter with the surviving traces of the world of the 
Greek philosophers* and ray own discovery of their relevance to the ideas that origi­
nated and were tested there, I have three purposes in mind. The first Is to start a 
discussion of ancient thought in its context; such topics as "the world" are somewhat 
out of style, and yet our more specialized studies presuppose such a world and can go 
wrong if the general presuppositions are mistaken. %  second purpose is to persuade 
our Society that it Is necessary for us to keep track of collateral information in 
other fields of research tangent to our own; my selection and classification of arche­
ological items serves here as case-study. The effect of increased specialisation and 
precision has led to a decrease in the size of individual "items" considered important 
enough to publish separately; and this in turn has lead to an exponential increase in 
the amount of information one must somehow scan and appraise in order to keep track 
of material in other fields that is also relevant for us. The problem of storage of 
information, and access to it, is not limited to the natural sciences, where current 
attempts to use computers for this work are going on; perhaps it is time for the hu­
manities, too, to give serious consideration to the technological devices we can tase, 
before the rising tide of information flow inundates us all. My third purpose is to 
report on my own experience during a year in Greece which began with assurance that Ï 
knew about Greek philosophy and that archaeology was irrelevant to it, and ended in a 
discovery that, on both these counts, I had been wrong. In the course of finding that 
there are al least four types of relevance between idea and artifact, I also found uy— 
self with an uneasy feeling that the sisa of my information was not adding up to an 
ancient world that matched any standard image of it— neither nineteenth century aus­
terity, twentieth-century flamboyance, nor an eclectic conjunction of these which was 
my own.
Let me say at once that I am not setting myself up here as a specialist in archae­
ology; my ideas and examples are taken from a year in which I combined writing about 
philosophy with being a tourist in the tradition that runs from Pausantes through Mark 
Twain. The items I have selected, in spite of my rather formal classification into 
graded types, are not the result of any systematic or exhaustive search, but a sample 
selected more by luck, footwork, and general curiosity.
There is one undeniable sort of relevance that archaeology has for any student of 
Greek philosophy: it offers a vivid conviction that ancient Greece was real, and its 
philosophers were really there. Hume was right in his contrast between the force and 
vivacity of a first-hand impression as opposed to an idea; and the different feeling 
for the historical reality of the ancient world that results from being there and see­
ing actual sites and traces is, of itself, a justification for a visit to Greece by a 
philosopher, however convinced he is that environment and thought are independent of 
each other. For the philosopher on tour, some statues. Inscriptions, and artifacts 
have special "human interest" because they are connected with earlier Greek philosophers: 
these are indexes fixing an exact place and time for the men whose thought we admire.
But these items of atomic indication have only extrinsic end accidentel relevance to 
philosophy Itself; to keep track of a scheme of graded relevance I will call them items 
with relevance of grade one.
Even on this flat, precise level, we need to keep up with changing findings, which 
may result in new discoveries, and In new judgments as to what the precise facts are.
John Burnet, for example, cited a fragment of a statue of Anaximander found at Miletus 
as an index locating this philosopher in history; and also as indicating that the story 
of his political activity had seme confirmation here by fact.1' But new examination by 
an art historian has shown that the statue is that of a woman, and hence not of Anaxi­
mander after all. ' There is a loss to us here, but it is rather slight- Correspondingly,
othere is soae gain in noting the unchallenged foot that Gorgias was coanaemorated by at 
least two statues at Olympia. The base of the later one survives, with a dedicatory 
inscription,^ eud also a defense of Gorgias for having, earlier, set up hie own status 
to himself. 3/ Well, this deas clinch the fact that Gorgias was real· It may even be 
tangible confirmation of the public impact, wealth, and influence of the Sophists of 
the older generation, that Importance we are to attach to the fact that Gorgias was 
criticised by someone for hie undue sense of his own importance is not immediately evi­
dent; perhaps tilia depends on how closely we agree with his own appraisal.
Another «sample of a fact with this sort of human interest, end relevance of grade 
one, vas found in the Athenian Agora· One of the stories told about Socrates was that 
he spent much time in the Agora in the shop of a cobbler named Simon. ' The American 
School archaeologists found, in the remains of a cobbler shop of the fifth century, the 
base of a cup, inscribed "Property of Sit^ pn," and on this basis it is believed that this 
was the shop of the friend of Socrates.5/ This gives a vivid hussa touch, as we visit 
the spot end picture Socrates just here talking with his fricado It also suggests that 
we might look again at the titles of the "Socratie speeches" Siaots is supposed to have 
written dora; also, that all of Socrates® "talk of cobblers" likely rested on first* 
hand observation; and the find certainly tells against the flashy, but unlikely, thesis 
that Socrates was a social clamber and a snob, who only favored influential people with 
his company.®'
The intrinsic relevance of a fact is, unfortunately no index of its Importance.
If there ware greater certainty in attributing the design of Italian coinage to Pythag­
oras, these coins would be important, though not highly relevant to the history of 
ideas.7) A spectacular case of neglected information, where sore of the facts ore cer­
tain, illustrates this same point. In 1933/ a fragment of a marble tablet was found at 
the site of Plato®.3 Academy by a young Greek archaeologist, Arietophrom. (This site is 
at the southwest corner of Plato and Tripoleos Streets, still an unfeaced and unmarked 





Karo suggested that these were "names cf disciples of Socrates," and the date fifth 
century. This fact seems to have entirely escaped the notice of philosophers .8/
In 19^ 2, ?» Stavropoulos, Ephor of this archaeological district In Athens, included 
his ora drawing made from a copy of the tablet in a new article on Plato°s Academy in 
the Megale Hallenike Enkyklopaldeia. Hie drawing reads the lines as:
CHAo o o 
ARISo o o 
KERESSo o 
KRIBOH
He suggests that the date of this Is ecu 300 B.C., and the names are "titles of Platonic 
dialogues."9) How, one of the major controversies concerning idle history and reliability 
of our Plato text revolves around the question of whether the Academy already had given 
the dialogues some established tetralogleal order, which Thrasyllus .merely modified in 
his edition, or whether this ordering was solely Thrasyllusü ora.-*·0' Once the reading 
of the tablet is certain, it say have crucial evidential value on he p o i n t . B u t  
almost no one in our field knows about it.
Items of this kind convinced me that even such items of ”3light" intrinsic rele­
vance might be ''importantΛ enough to notice; and I soon found that I had to recognize 
a higher degree of relevance for some archaeological items. I was very pleased, as a 
tourist, by the Agora Museum, with it* tools, plates, cups and coins; and particularly 
happy to recognise some items that philosophers had referred to as illustrations of
3their concepta o I fend already been surprised to find# when I was trying to understand 
Plato8 e reference to physical objects as "slated space, " what a different connotation 
"physical object” took on vhen I compared it to coinage of the Athenian rather than the 
aradora Aserie an mint«·^ ' And the odd but functional shape of the classical pruning» 
hook le an eye-catching illustration of function dictating formal ) In such eases as 
these, actual iteES give m  a way of attaching concrete referents to tersas, and of 
verifying our own notions of intended meaning and references and I will assign them a 
graded relevance of type two» A volume treating Greek philoso^ers«— particularly Plato—  
among the arts and crafts could he of some, if peripheral, importance for giving a sñore 
precise grasp of the meanings of some terms, concepts, and similes in their philosophies .·>
Without itemising examples here, vhich could range from eel«trap» to astronomical 
apparatus,1^ ' I will only note vine puzzling point that surprised me about this class 
of facte as a wholes the workmanship of useful objecte was often wretched» The striking 
of coins, tdiere some slave of the mint slaoaed his die onto the silver anyhow-«»and 
sometimes nearly missed with it altogether-«»was cot atypical» At least as surprising 
was the fact that dice were not even close to being cubes, in Athena or in Corinth» 
j&ey had tapers and anomalies that no American gciae-player would trust for a single 
throw? Uhls contrast of workmsrship between the œeticulouf die and the casual coin, the 
precise applied geoBietry of the Parthenon and the unlikely failures of dice-makers, ms 
unexpected, and I noted it as a puzzle for future cogitation»
But it was not only possible to fix meanings of tenas better where archaeology sup 
plied intended referents; seta of items sometimes had very suggestive relations to 
general propositions, both of and about Greek philosophers, particularly vhere they 
seemed likely to have been in the background as illustrating or confirming new— or old-» 
hypotheses and assertions. This is a closer, but more problematic, grads of relevance 
than the two discussed already; if its existence is established, it should be called 
relevance of grade three.
The most striking example of the way in which large sets of small items can reverse 
interpretation of, or belief in, a philosophical generalization is the new appraisal of 
Aristotle9© "we Greeks are men of moderation" in Idle twentieth century. The nineteenth 
century took the statement at its face value; it fit well with the austere, symmetrical 
structural remains that their archaeologists were studying and restoring« But new com­
binations of fact, from law cases to ostracism sherds, has convinced our own century 
that either "moderation" means what ve would rather call "excess," or the statement is 
a lie. Edith Hamilton and Xitto have cited chapter and verse for their disbelief in 
Aristotle, and, carrying the pendulum ¡swing from nineteenth to twentieth century to the 
ludicrous end of its possible arc, life Magazine ("Greece; Part XV") Identifies ancient 
Athens with striped Scythians and stage-sets frota Wagner.
There are scene less spectacular questions that I have in mind which shev ibis 
third grade of relevance between idea and archaeology. I will cite three, which have 
a peculiar interest. In general, it is interesting to notice that suggestions and hy­
potheses which seem at first incorrigibly vague, almost meaningless, tura out to be 
capable of sharpening and testing against definite evidence; in particular, the three 
cases I have in mind result In the surprising finding that life in ancient Athene was 
much more like our own than one would expect.
In Greece as opposed to ancient India, the atomic theory was a popular and technical 
success. Why? One thing that has always struck me about this theory Is that a practical 
world full of gadgetry gives it much more intuitive plausibility than it could have in 
an environment devoid of ingenious mechanism altogether. Could it be that there was 
more ready-to-hand confirmation of this sort in the West than in ancient India, and that 
this contributed to the different receptions of the suggestion that all nature is a
%congerie* of complex mechanisms* We «till do»et knov about aacleut India; tout until 
twenty year* ago, Hie port of Hie thesis that comearos the West would haw bee® re« 
jeefced as absurdo Who ever heard of gadgetry ta the leisure-class, aristocratic 
ancient Athenian. atmosphere? But here a set of facts confine the generalization that 
gadget* were a recognized and well-established fact i» Athenian life, and disprove* 
the ayth*-which begins in the classical philosophers Hem* elve* « «that there Is no place 
in society for ingenious msHtoery«
Perhaps here a definition of gadget is In orders I mean by this a »«all Mechanical, 
device that«, with a «turprising ingenuity of mechanism, perforas sane action it surprise* 
m  to fiad capable of being mechanically performedo (A Florentine toy gold, bird that 
flaps his wing* and whistles is a good example.! toy* and gadgets are overlapping cate­
gories o1?) And fron Minoaa, to modern times 9 the archaeology of Greece offers a collec­
tion of gadgets thus defined» culinaryp theological; political—Hich sene day deserve* 
its own historyo
%  set of artifacts begins with a strange sixth-century Jar found in the Athenian 
Agora» ‘The outside has openings for hollow tubes that coü through the interior,, like 
He water-heating colls of coal furnaces in ay younger day»» The purpose of these was, 
however,, cooling rather Han heating, immersed in cold water,, this would flow through 
the coil* and cool,, without diluting» a Jar full of wine»3®"’ Over the next century ana 
a half; we find (though two of Hese find® are not from He Agora itself) ceramic water- 
clocks set for three minutes and for six! He setting and accounts, if not yet the 
pieces of a wonderful oil, lamp needing only one annual fillings molds for mass producing 
small clay figurine*! He base of a public sundial with a new design! ingenious Juror ** 
ballots, pairs of wheels with a shaft, one shaft hollow. He other solid! a child“* 
small .potty-chair! a new design of sausage grill, Here lugs prevent H e  skewered meat 
from roiling off or turning! one item Xhave not seen, but know from first-hand report, 
a bowl with an Amazon on He rim designed to spout wine car water from her single breast 
Hen He bowl was filled (His is an adaptation of a design frequent in Minos» pitcher*), 
the relics of a lottery machine (He slotted backboard, metal tickets with same®» a 
bras® ball)»3-^ With Hi* evidence, we can now combine reference* in literature Hat 
are relevant» We already find Plata repeating a story about a crackpot inventor! 
Aristotle, in He Constitution of Athens meticulously Itemizing He apparatus used for 
a day in court» (The latter equipment included hundreds of lettered acorn®, twenty 
lottery-machine®, name tickets, colored staves, a model of He chambers Here eases were 
tried. He Heel-shaped ballot® already mentioned, and a ballot-box I will return to 
later»1®) Perhaps we need more evidence for a conclusive demonstration Hat a feedback 
between atomism and Agora actually took place! but H e  impact of His set of small scale 
devices certainly confirms He notion that such a feedback was possible« My colleague, 
Mr« Falk ? suggested Hat He ease would be stronger if He pore-aad-effluesaee model of 
atomism found any counterpart in machine design! in He devices 1 happen to know of.
Here is only one relevant item» That is H e  ballot-box described by Aristotle! His 
was fitted with a lid that had & shaped slot exactly right to allow one, and only one, 
luror*® ballot to fall into the box at a time«
But. ay confirmation of He proposition that there were Greek gadget» is particu­
larly interesting: because the facts go counter both to the standard nineteenH-century 
Image of He Greek world (to this view. He Greeks are too serious and aloof to have 
way time for such novelties) and to He twentieth century image (which finds the Greeks 
At ouce too dominated by a leisure-class mentality and too flamboyantly engaged to using: 
H.flr leisure tía» for politics to divert Heir energy to such minor technological mat-, 
ter» -1
efcoedj, overtopping * set of torsse* to He ngor* Muscas ·ν1*© hum iáw· sort of rele-
·. 7 tax* •.«-¿••»i y*de three to H* doshists “»ad He to· •-oaveatlcsíMi^  it*. 'Tbrc^ vH-fut
5the gomos-ghysls controversy* there was always immediate evidence in the Agora itself 
to illustrate and support the claim that societyps standards of value* and even its 
public world* rest on arbitrary enactment and convention» There have been found sets 
of standard weights and measures* marked "Official”; seals of inspectors; ids® head­
quarters of the Market Police who did all they could to give the operation of enacted 
custom the inexorability of laws of nature»19/ Currency (represented by some tools 
and bars froa the ancient mint)* metric standards* justice in jury trials (the elab­
orate artifices to secure honesty in court)* all represented a multiplicity of arbi­
trary definition and regulation.^ 0) Indeed* the Agora enclosure itself had been marked 
off arbitrarily by planting inscribed boundary stones* one of which still stands* 
reading
HOROSEIMI
rather like our own 
PLAN AH
PI Îsignso 7 There appears no doubt that there was a whole structure of commonly recog“
nized facts that the Sophists could presuppose* facts that would make their dictum 
intelligible end plausible to the ordinary Athenian* however contrary to his prejudices 
this new exaltation of "convention" might be. I had held quite a different notion of 
the balance between free enterprise and public regulation; Plato’s consent that land­
lords should be supervised to cut down on the murders of travellers came closer to ab­
original idea. And philosophically* it is not irrelevant to find that the new conven­
tionalism did not have to rely on extrapolation froa travellers’ accounts about odd 
actions of remote barbarians* but had an immediate local plausibility. The role of 
metric standards in creating "agreement" about a "public world" appears as a familiar 
fact in the Euthyphro of Plato »22)
I was surprised to find these groups of items pointing toward a much greater like­
ness between Athena and modern New Haven than I had expected. But I could cot* somehow* 
fit this fact together with the other things I had seen as a tourist: Delphi* the 
Athenian Acropolis* Olympia* Epidaurus--where sculpture* architecture* choice of site 
showed exactly the "classical" sensitivity to fora* precision of technique* and absolute 
pitch for right size scale* that the nineteenth century had tried to generalize into 
the determining qualities of the culture as a whole.
Perhaps* I thought* my trouble in seeing how these sides of life had fitted togeth­
er came from thinking about ancient life with a modern sense of time. There has been 
a good deal written about the arbitrary tyranny of mechanical time* as it displaces the 
"life time" or "work time" of an earlier way of life; it might well be, I thought* that 
a society without any mechanical, clocks could be much more loosely articulated* somehow*
TESAfiORAS
EAD
6in the way its component classes and parts interacted end held together. For life on 
some Greek islands, at present as well as in the past, I am sure this difference in 
time-sense holds, end that it does really involve a different feeling from my own about 
causality, sequence, and the degree of regularity one can expect in society or nature.
The Postämter of the one island I knew well, for example, had a budget of hypotheses 
to explain why a oes sage phoned from his office to Athens radio had not reached the 
S.So United States at sea. The ship could well have changed course to pick up last- 
»imite cargo; sight, naturrJLly, have decided not to sail at all; or might have shut down 
its radio for the voyage because the operator was drinking. I don’t feel qualified to 
decide which world is better, the one where boats have personality and creativity, or 
the one where they hare exact, efficient schedules. But X can say that the former world 
simply cannot have the kind of precise prediction, advance planning, or tight synchroni­
sation by watch and calendar that we expect in our own.
This island exemple is not irrelevant to ny min theme, since it confirms ay 
generalization that difference in time-sense does give rise to differences in articula­
tion and interaction· But I am pretty sure that the time sense of an ancient Athenian 
was already sensitized to mechanical time and not drastically different from my own.
In cities and palaces, there is already an ancestor of the mechanical clock in the 
Minoan libation ¿are, many of which were found at Kaos sos. These are Jars which pour a 
constant fine stream of oil or wine, and empty and have to be refilled with exact mechan­
ical regularity; their considerable number already must have put clock-time into opera­
tion for the religious officials attending them.23) %  the first century A.Do, the
Tower of the Hinds made its appearance as an important feature of the Roman addition to 
the Athenian Agora. This handsome octagonal tower was a display-piece, combining eight 
external sundials, an Inner weather-vane, and an elaborate water-driven clock— which 
could be consulted by the public at any hour of night or day·21*' That mechanical clock, 
setting the pace of the city with its arbitrary, analytical divisions of each day, was 
not Just a sudden innovation. In ^ 33 B«Ce the astronomer Metan had put up a new public 
sundial where the Assembly met on the Pnyx.25) By about 350, a very impressive large- 
scale water-operated clock was in operatic« near a northern entrance of the Agora.20)
The small, six-minute water clock found near the old courtrooms by the American School 
is of about the same date and part of the same picture.27) Putting these item together 
with literary references, indicating that courtroom speeches and eases, theatrical cos- 
petitions, assembly meeting times all were regulated by sun-dial and klepsydra, it ap­
peared that the fourth cent my in Athens was already running on modern, time. The haras­
sed lawyer of Plato's Theaetctus, running to keep up with the clock as his time "ran 
out," has much the look of a modern American.2®) And the fact that "fractions of a day" 
were defined by a "standard day" meant that mechanical time-keepers were displacing the 
more natural, but more variable, risings and settings of the aun.29) This set of items, 
given more impact os my guide book recorded mechanical clocks of this period elsewhere 
in Greece, completely contradicted my hypothesis of a different sense of time.30i
If archaeological facts can be relevant to the study of philosophy as indexes fix­
ing exact persons and events, as artifacts helping to make terms and concepts clear by 
providing concrete referents, e.s sets of items capable of verifying or discrediting 
propositions about and in Greek philosophy, there nay be still another order of rele­
vance. Where the archaeologist has been able to completely recreate an ancient site, in 
its detail, this may give us a way of understanding and confirming philosophic systems 
which purport to explain and reflect the whole world. Such concrete reconstructions of 
whole segments can be said to have a relevance of grade four. Hot ice that, as items 
become more relevant, they form larger and more complex sets; their importance for us is 
greater, but their use is much harder, and they tend to invite vagueness and subjective 
free association. I think I can summarize the conclusions I have drawn so far with some 
precision. That indexes and referents of illustrations may be important, and are in any
ccsù ir-z#emiten·) i ox the stmiof Greek χ:ϊUlcmkc5^ *.^ i» no% vs^ u* * cor eoarjjs’jeiag 
That tteer;í es 1 s t eñ.¿ ία íaarisnt Athens* euopgte familiar mechanics! ¿erto to gire the 
atomic theory imaeñiets intelligibility* it surprising* but until me triée to pinpoint 
the exact extent of iatawetion cot veguc. the seme le trae of the finding that arti­
ficial convention permeated the »hole legal and eeoiwsde structure to a degree that must 
hate given láse Sophistic stress ca custom immediate ««xqpreteentiteility and a cjalm to be 
taken serloafly» Keen that «ror.eseaRt thing- "a ©ease of time*" prove* to be cápetele 
of confrontation *îâ ©et» of fact which indicate that it was already beginning to be 
vary like oœ· own»
%  final excursion is more tentative* aere iaqxartant* asá less clear» In looking 
at the model© reconstructing Olympia mä the Acropolis* art! spending eo®e time identi­
fying details at Delphi* I teed a» uneasy feeling tJaat '«áte seasse of order here was not 
ay own g that the relation of surface and sute* tance was much »ore external than I had 
expected > This would mean* if it proved true,, that the crucial ordering relatione in 
aoetent philosophy were presupposing* as the definition and illustration of their sys­
tematic theses* & considerably different meaning from the one I had assoaed»
I am eure that ancient Olympia would have seemed to us a shattering center of dis­
order» A beautiful setting teed been cluttered up with miscellaneous item* and trophies 
of every description* fro® a stoat* inscribed "HfLLUS LIFTED MS OVER HIS HMD VIEH OHE 
BAUD" to the statues of Zeus* the Zens* payments of fine;? for cheating in the Genes·
With its ubiquitous busts of foreign potentates* of heralds;* of politicians* of GorgiaSy 
it oust have been as unggredlctatel© and confuí ing as on Oriental garden» 31) (What would 
Segel have done with this information? Would he have had to give up his contract be­
tween the "scientific* Western and the "dree»-like" Oriental wind?) Apart two main 
avenues* I had the Impression that any patfc anyone followed weald less around* by* and 
through a succession of things forming no coherent order or sequentes a tourist hotel 
with bath* a rotunda in honor of Phillip of Macedón* an athletic ccsssissioner in effigy* 
perhaps a small likeness of the noisiest herald of* say* 360 B«Ca There was a planning 
eo— lesion* and perhaps they had some radial plan; but lines of sight and travel are 
straight* not circular* and it should have been easy to tell that their approved plan 
would produce vistas of incongruities » Hbr Is Olympia aime in this effect« At Delphi* 
to take another exemple* a pilgrim climbing the ÍJeered Way and pausing in the shadow of 
the Temple of Apollo must have found himself In a veritable warehouse of secondhand 
amánente and miscellaneous statuary»32) Matching ancient accounts against the square 
cuttings still visible in the stone floor* I got a picture of benches piled high with 
dented helmets* boat oars* old shieldsj repeating in artifacts the collected jumble of 
trivial decrees immortalised in four hundred odd inscriptions on the wall lower down 
the Way« And this is not an idiosyscracy off sites where »any city-states were each de­
termined and entitled to get their own buildings and heroes into the act» For the 
detailed reconstructions of the Athenian Acropolis* identifying the tablet* statue, or 
bench once mounted in each of the cuttings that occur every few feet in the rock* show 
the same baffling lack of order «33) But there were officers in charge of building and 
decoration* and they were satisfied»
Just here nay be the points car notion that a beautiful natural scene* aa elegant 
friese* or a graceful temple logically requires a compatible* act a distracting* fore­
ground was apparently rot ancient Greek at all» Oar min·« would never tolerate Jeffers««» 
nickels with only m quarter ef the portrait stamped on* our dice players would throw* 
as far away m  they could* the pairs of classical atw-euteie dice which upset our assumed 
equivalence of a priori probebility and relative frequency » Our admirers of modem 
furniture cheer the pars ing cf de luxe overstaffed* with it* lies»* feet, and extraneous 
golden tassels· But X suspect that m, ancient Athenian would net react ia these »»ay# 
at all» The purity of «artel© that we admire in the Elgin Marbles is pock-marked with 
drill-holes for the attachment of brame fitting* i chains fastened to titee aose-ïlugs of
settle,, hanse*» ab« r ¿..tí» or i<o'k&:, detail» o f « p » «  Traces 
on o th er  tr ie z e » restadm  'that ttoe Caree»» »Metí bright »tone·, point* and glUiog to 
their finest statuary, friezes,, eolen capital»o The foreground of their «oat important 
»hrlues , sysefcO3L» of eternity, were filled with. chauvinistic epigram* and tasteless heap« 
o f trophies c
We should not diamine this an scwe sort of unexpected barbarie energy > There is 
nothing barbarie about, the sites· exd temples, statues and relief»# to lAieh this color 
and clutter wo» Juxtaposed« Somehow a different sense of metaphysical distance from our 
mm I» at work here» There is & '’distance'* between surface and substance so great that 
■tibe two are almost externally related to each other® And other feelings for distance 
than, our ova see® to be reflected in the closer sense of relevance of the ideal to the 
actual.« the greater' tolerance for poor approximation® TbeAthe&A&n cole, vith the ele­
gant godâtes# lackiisg her nose# provoked »o recorded execution employees or overseers 
at the mint» Way should it* Everyone saw what the design ideally would be* and accepted 
the fact that the artist"» die was aa ideal very remote from the concrete silver surface 
of a coin» Apparently the thickets of small statuary didn"t interfere with a comprehen­
sion of the Parthenon* sor the brass fitting* see® out of place flashing against the 
clear lines of its friese*
This final, observation of mine i* in need of a good deal of checking* Perhaps it 
is idiosyncratic? perhaps it will fad* when there ere »ore concrete site* or when the 
present ones are confronted longer, in more detail* But if it is right, let me indicate 
what bearing I think At hat* on Greek philosophy* The fact may be# that Plato and Aris­
totle in handing over the order and direction of the world to form or final causes axe 
paying these entities bam o f  & metaphysical eoffi|dJh»ettt than, we assume they are» I» 
the fora really omnipotent in relation to the natural world it gives direction and value* 
Hoee it set a target, that pinpoints aim, with no tolerance for deviation* This notion 
would go counter to all of the example* we have eeea of the variability in approximation 
of Instance to for»,, the indifference of symmetrical structure to tfbat parses before It* 
facade, or glistens on its surface* We would do better to envisage the role of fora» 
or fined causes on the model of ancient Athens, not a modem assembly line» And in 
ancient Athen®., the Acropolis, which gave the city its unity and arose above it as center 
of identity and ideal, did hold together Theater, Academy, Agora, Assembly * But. it did 
not cast a shadow of eternity over the city that unified it, as the nineteenth century 
thought, in froxen moderation* Neither was it irrelevant, as some less reverent tventi« 
eth-century scholar® suggest, that the Acropolis was there above the frantic bargainers, 
orators, and comedians* When we recapture the concrete texture that related the pert* 
of ancient Athens to the shared Ideal, without taking away from, each its autonomy ami 
color, we may be in a better position to appreciate the exact meaning of the role of 
form in classical philosophy»
And so 1 come, by what Mark Twain would call a natural aad easy transition, to 
tare®: conclusions* The first is that we would lose something if we were to stop talking 
«bout stach broad, aonspeei&lized notions a» wthe world* s we need these broad-spectrum 
ideas to reinfuse remenee, color« and wider relevance into specialised analyse® of high 
precision* The second conclusion is, that there'are at least four grades of relevance 
that hold between the findings of classical archaeology and the study of classical phi­
losophy* The same thing applies, 1 am sure, to what is 'being discovered, discussed, and 
decided in other fields tangent to our own» This being so, it will be necessary for us 
to xeep track of what these other specialists are up to» %  third conclusion is, that 
we can use information about the Greek world to pinpoint events, fix meanings of term# 
a>à steiles, test general hypotheses and see how their setting did or did not give them 
intuitive plausibility, and even, perhaps, be able to supply the model· of reality that 
classical ipfci loeogbic «yeterns presupposed* Beth confrontation and gradual approach have
9Estíle ©e feel that those Models were a world with slightly different distances and tex­
tures fro· our own? 1 wonder*, for eresrçple*, whether the systen&tie relation of reality 
sending directives ta appearaaae al^it cot have evoked the sane Interpretation in an 
ancient Aihenla® that mgr Postmaster in »t e «  Greece supplied his abstract idea of 
Athene .radioing messages to the S„S„ Oteited States at sea«
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